WHAT'S PLANNED
Join a working summit tackling two decades of thought on corporate regulation, governance and global-resources impact. We’ll debate and seek consensus on changes in public policies and behavior -- that will revitalize participatory democracy on Main Street and Wall Street.

WHY NOW
America's economy can't go on as it has. It's time to change the rules so that it works for communities, employees and the public, as well as for shareholders.

WHAT'S ON THE TABLE
Likely topics for public or policy action include corporate personhood, public-good and global charters, lobbying reform, world sustainability, alternate success measurements and new ownership/governance forms.

WHO'S COMING
"Rules Change" will involve corporate leaders, public officials, authors, policy analysts, researchers, scholars, students and concerned citizens who care about inadequate oversight of large corporations and financial institutions -- and money's influence on politics.

HOW TO PARTICIPATE
You can request an invitation to become a delegate to "Rules Change" -- or nominate someone -- by emailing ruleschange2013@gmail.com.